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Frank Sinatra Lyrics Moon River
Night and day, you are the one Only you 'neath the moon or under the sun Whether near to
me or far It's no matter, darling, where you are I think of you day and night Night and day,
why is it so ...
Night and Day
Frank Sinatra I suppose But I ain t married yet, to the game I just proposed Always a step
ahead, cause I stay up on my toes I'm outstanding in my field, something like a scarecrow
Woah ...
Welcome To My Lucid Dream
You re probably familiar with all those names, but I have to say, The most famous person
I ve met is Dubberly, Louisiana s favorite son, James Burton! James is a musician. Not just
an ordinary ...
Everybody knows somebody from Dubberly! The extensive musical career of Dubberly s
own James Burton
he instead performed a parody of Frank Sinatra's signature song, "My Way", dedicated to
Conan. "I wrote this song today, that's why the lyrics are so shit-tay," sang Black, balancing
on his moon ...
Jack Black overcomes a very real sprained ankle to serenade Conan for his final episode
Fly me to the Moon (In Other Words) ̶ Kaye Ballard, Peggy Lee and, of course, Frank
Sinatra all took turns ... anyone makes a list of songs whose lyrics complement the music
perfectly ...
Moon song lunacy: The earth's natural satellite inspires songwriters
One of your neighbors posted in Arts & Entertainment. Click through to read what they have
to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author s own.) ...
Tewksbury Library To Host Outdoor Concerts This Summer
Almost 25 years after his death, Ella Fitzgerald, the "First Lady of the Song", tells today, at the
same time, with a documentary about her life: Just One Of ...
Dance the voice of Ella Fitzgerald
Frank Sinatra was moving into a semi-retirement mode and Elvis Presley ... On the 1971
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album Blue, she becomes a friend and a teacher, a fellow sufferer and a painter with words.
Each time River is ...
Once in a lifetime
His contributions included the theme and soundtrack for the Peter Gunn television series as
well as the music for the Pink Panther film series and Moon River from Breakfast at
Tiffany s.
Little Known Characters in America: Henry Mancini
I am presently engaged in a search for the lyrics of Get your Butt to Mars. Somebody is
going to make a lot of money with the next version of Frank Sinatra s Fly Me to the
Moon! ...
Buzz Aldrin schools the Internet on aliens, Snoop Dogg, and Mars
Certain cities seem like they re crying out to be sung about: Just think of Frank Sinatra s
My Kind ... from its shout-out to the banks of the river Charles to its reference to ...
What s the best Boston reference in popular music?
IDAHO: Located in Idaho's Snake River Plain, Craters of the Moon National Monument and
Preserve ... which has celebrity hand prints from the likes of Frank Sinatra. NEW MEXICO: The
Carlsbad ...
The most iconic landmark in every state
"My Way: A Musical Tribute to Frank Sinatra," includes such indelible hits as "Fly Me to the
Moon," "I Get A Kick ... a book by Allan Knee and lyrics by Mindi Dickstein. The coming-of-age
story ...
6 super-fun things to do for Wilmington's first full weekend of summer
In its place, Black serenaded O Brien and his longtime sidekick Andy Richter with revamped
lyrics set to the signature Frank Sinatra standard ... Summer Moon-Utah Wells is 3-feet tall ...
Conan O Brien ends decade-long TBS late-night show
The Tewksbury Public Library is offering nearly 100 free programs for adults this summer,
including outdoor concerts every Monday night at 6:30 p.m. These concerts will pay tribute
to some of the ...

Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from
Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (music and lyrics not included). Pages:
49. Chapters: Stormy Weather, My Way, Something, Light My Fire, I Don't Know How to Love
Him, Moon River, Get the Party Started, Bridge over Troubled Water, The Nearness of You, If
You Go Away, You'll See, The Fool on the Hill, I Will Survive, Day-O, The Look of Love, Non, je
ne regrette rien, Climb Ev'ry Mountain, As Time Goes By, Big Spender, New York State of
Mind, You Made Me Love You, Goldfinger, World in Union, The Shadow of Your Smile, You'll
Never Know, History Repeating, The Rhythm Divine, Bless the Beasts and Children, For All We
Know, As Long as He Needs Me, Call Me, I Wish You Love, Losing My Mind, Grande grande
grande, The Living Tree, What Now My Love, Slave to the Rhythm, The Way of Love, I Get a
Kick out of You, Love Is No Game, Day by Day, Softly, as I Leave You, Let's Fall in Love, Time
After Time, 'Disco' La Passione, Breakfast in Bed, Where Is Love?, All That Jazz, What Are You
Doing the Rest of Your Life?, Who Can I Turn To?, It Must Be Him, Reach for the Stars, No
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Regrets, Burn My Candle, The Old Fashioned Way, The Party's Over. Excerpt: "My Way" is a
song popularized by Frank Sinatra. Its lyrics were written by Paul Anka and set to music
based on the French song "Comme d'habitude" composed in 1967 by Claude Francois and
Jacques Revaux, with lyrics by Claude Francois and Gilles Thibault. Anka's English lyrics are
unrelated to the original French song. "My Way" is often quoted as the most covered song in
history. The lyrics of "My Way" tells the story of a man who is nearly dead. He is comfortable
with it and takes responsibility for how he dealt with all the twists of his life while
maintaining a respectable degree of integrity. Paul Anka heard the original 1967 French pop
song, Comme d'habitude (as usual) performed by Claude Francois, while on holiday in the...
Frank Sinatra was the greatest entertainer of his age, invigorating American popular song
with innovative phrasing and a mastery of drama and emotion. Drawing upon interviews
with hundreds of his collaborators as well as with "The Voice" himself, this book chronicles,
critiques, and celebrates his five-decade career. Will Friedwald examines and evaluates all
the classic and less familiar songs with the same astute, witty perceptions that earned him
acclaim for his other books about jazz and pop singing. Now completely revised and
updated, and including an authoritative discography and rare photos of recording sessions
and performances, Sinatra! The Song Is You is an invaluable resource for enthusiasts and an
unparalleled guide through Sinatra's vast musical legacy.
From the favorites of Tin Pan Alley to today s international blockbusters, the stylistic range
required of a musical theatre performer is expansive. Musical theatre roles require the ability
to adapt to a panoply of characters and vocal styles. By breaking down these styles and
exploring the output of the great composers, Songwriters of the American Musical Theatre
offers singers and performers an essential guide to the modern musical. Composers from
Gilbert and Sullivan and Irving Berlin to Alain Boublil and Andrew Lloyd Webber are
examined through a brief biography, a stylistic overview, and a comprehensive song list with
notes on suitable voice types and further reading. This volume runs the gamut of modern
musical theatre, from English light opera through the American Golden Age, up to the "mega
musicals" of the late Twentieth Century, giving today s students and performers an
indispensable survey of their craft.
Explores the decade of the 1960s and its pop culture, artistic and musical movements, and
political issues including the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from
Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (music and lyrics not included). Pages:
42. Chapters: Frank Sinatra: The Reprise Years, Frank Sinatra Sings for Only the Lonely, L.A. Is
My Lady, In the Wee Small Hours, Duets II, The Voice of Frank Sinatra, Come Fly with Me,
Swing and Dance with Frank Sinatra, Strangers in the Night, Trilogy: Past Present Future, A
Man and His Music, Sinatra at the Movies, Songs for Swingin' Lovers!, Songs for Young
Lovers, My Way, No One Cares, September of My Years, Come Dance with Me!, A Jolly
Christmas from Frank Sinatra, Swing Easy!, Sinatra & Company, Frankly Sentimental, Point of
No Return, It Might as Well Be Swing, She Shot Me Down, Songs by Sinatra, Francis Albert
Sinatra & Antonio Carlos Jobim, Watertown, Where Are You?, Sinatra Swings, Nice 'n' Easy,
Ring-a-Ding-Ding!, Come Swing with Me!, A Swingin' Affair!, Sinatra and Swingin' Brass, 36
Greatest Hits!, Sinatra-Basie: An Historic Musical First, Softly, as I Leave You, Close to You,
Sinatra and Strings, Sinatra's Swingin' Session!!!, All Alone, America, I Hear You Singing,
Cycles, I Remember Tommy, All-Time Greatest Dorsey/Sinatra Hits, Vol. 1-4, Ol' Blue Eyes Is
Back, The Sinatra Family Wish You a Merry Christmas, Sinatra Sings Days of Wine and Roses,
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Moon River, and Other Academy Award Winners, Sinatra's Sinatra, Sinatra Sings Great Songs
from Great Britain, That's Life, My Kind of Broadway, Look to Your Heart, The World We
Knew, The Concert Sinatra, Moonlight Sinatra, Francis A. & Edward K., Some Nice Things I've
Missed, 12 Songs of Christmas, A Man Alone. Excerpt: Frank Sinatra: The Reprise Years is a 36
disc boxed set by an American singer, Frank Sinatra. This set contains 35 CDs featuring every
song that Sinatra authorized for release between 1960 and 1984. Each CD contains an
individual Sinatra Reprise LP (including singles compilations and a bonus DVD). All songs...
Just in time for the Chairman s centennial, the endlessly absorbing sequel to James
Kaplan s bestselling Frank: The Voice̶which completes the definitive biography that
Frank Sinatra, justly termed the Entertainer of the Century, deserves and requires. Like
Peter Guralnick on Elvis, Kaplan goes behind the legend to give us the man in full, in his
many guises and aspects: peerless singer, (sometimes) accomplished actor, business mogul,
tireless lover, and associate of the powerful and infamous. In 2010 s Frank: The Voice,
James Kaplan, in rich, distinctive, compulsively readable prose, told the story of Frank
Sinatra s meteoric rise to fame, subsequent failures, and reinvention as a star of live
performance and screen. The story of Ol Blue Eyes continues with Sinatra: The
Chairman, picking up the day after he claimed his Academy Award in 1954 and had
reestablished himself as the top recording artist. Sinatra s life post-Oscar was astonishing in
scope and achievement and, occasionally, scandal, including immortal recordings almost too
numerous to count, affairs ditto, many memorable films (and more than a few stinkers), Rat
Pack hijinks that mesmerized the world with their air of masculine privilege, and an intimate
involvement at the intersection of politics and organized crime that continues to shock and
astound with its hubris. James Kaplan has orchestrated the wildly disparate aspects of Frank
Sinatra s life and character into an American epic̶a towering achievement in biography of
a stature befitting its subject.

Southern music has flourished as a meeting ground for the traditions of West African and
European peoples in the region, leading to the evolution of various traditional folk genres,
bluegrass, country, jazz, gospel, rock, blues, and southern hip-hop. This much-anticipated
volume in The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture celebrates an essential element of
southern life and makes available for the first time a stand-alone reference to the music and
music makers of the American South. With nearly double the number of entries devoted to
music in the original Encyclopedia, this volume includes 30 thematic essays, covering topics
such as ragtime, zydeco, folk music festivals, minstrelsy, rockabilly, white and black gospel
traditions, and southern rock. And it features 174 topical and biographical entries, focusing
on artists and musical outlets. From Mahalia Jackson to R.E.M., from Doc Watson to OutKast,
this volume considers a diverse array of topics, drawing on the best historical and
contemporary scholarship on southern music. It is a book for all southerners and for all
serious music lovers, wherever they live.
In addition to citing case law, Judges have traditionally used recognized legal maxims or
treatise citations to support their rulings. But today s judiciary is becoming more apt to use
pop culture, modern music, as well as humor in their decisions. This book gives examples of
how songs and their lyrics have influenced judges, provided themes for their decisions, and
helped make existing law more accessible to lay persons. Mark W. Klingensmith examines
the clever ways judges have used them to enhance their judicial writings and how modern
day musical lyrics that have effectively become recognized legal maxims by the courts.
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judicial writings.
An essential reference book for sixties music lovers, this encyclopedic overview includes
detailed chart statistics and biographical information for eighty songwriters and covers
around two thousand songs, some of which are among the greatest ever written.
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